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The Extragalactic IR BackgroundThe Extragalactic IR Background
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Theoretical Calculations: InputTheoretical Calculations: Input

IR Spectral Energy Distributions of IR Spectral Energy Distributions of 
GalaxiesGalaxies
Galaxy Luminosity Distribution Functions Galaxy Luminosity Distribution Functions 
((LFsLFs) at IR Wavelengths) at IR Wavelengths
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Infrared Radiation from GalaxiesInfrared Radiation from Galaxies

Many galaxies contain lots of dust.Many galaxies contain lots of dust.
A significant or dominant fraction of their total A significant or dominant fraction of their total 
starlight energy is reradiated in the farstarlight energy is reradiated in the far--infrared infrared 
after being absorbed by dust grains.after being absorbed by dust grains.
Bright young stars are found closer to the dusty Bright young stars are found closer to the dusty 
molecular clouds out of which they were born.molecular clouds out of which they were born.
This is why galaxies with higher star formation This is why galaxies with higher star formation 
activity radiate a larger fraction of their energy in activity radiate a larger fraction of their energy in 
the farthe far--infrared.infrared.
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Extragalactic IR Background  Extragalactic IR Background  
ObservationsObservations

Direct Measurements from COBEDirect Measurements from COBE
Lower Limits from Galaxy CountsLower Limits from Galaxy Counts
Upper limits from Upper limits from TeV TeV GammaGamma--Ray Ray 
ObservationsObservations















High High Redshift Redshift AbsorptionAbsorption
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Conclusions from Conclusions from Stecker Stecker & & Salamon Salamon 19961996

Blazars Blazars can account for the dominant part of the  can account for the dominant part of the  
EGB observed by EGRET.EGB observed by EGRET.
The predicted EGB is slightly concave on a logThe predicted EGB is slightly concave on a log--
log plot below in the log plot below in the GeVGeV range and willrange and will steepensteepen
above ~20 above ~20 GeVGeV owing to intergalactic absorption. owing to intergalactic absorption. 
(Intrinsic (Intrinsic blazarblazar spectra may also fall off in this spectra may also fall off in this 
energy range: look for DM lines and other energy range: look for DM lines and other 
components at ~100 components at ~100 GeVGeV.).)
Quiescent sources should make up most of the Quiescent sources should make up most of the 
background whereas the EGRET sample contains background whereas the EGRET sample contains 
a larger fraction of sources in the flaring state.a larger fraction of sources in the flaring state.
GLAST should resolve about half of the EGRET GLAST should resolve about half of the EGRET 
EGB above 1 EGB above 1 GeVGeV and should see ~2000 and should see ~2000 blazarsblazars..





Chiang & Chiang & Mukherjee Mukherjee ModelModel
Used Used KuehrKuehr catalogue to cross correlate.catalogue to cross correlate.
LF with LF with nono sources below 10sources below 1046  46  erg/s.erg/s.
Concluded that only ¼ of background is from Concluded that only ¼ of background is from 
unresolved unresolved blazarsblazars..
All 6 EGRET sources with z < 0.2 had All 6 EGRET sources with z < 0.2 had 
luminosities between 10luminosities between 104545 and 10and 104646 erg/s!erg/s!
If there is no radio:If there is no radio:γγ--ray luminosity correlation, ray luminosity correlation, 
since since Kuehr Kuehr has only 10has only 10--66 of sources, virtually of sources, virtually 
none of the ~70 EGRET sources would be in the none of the ~70 EGRET sources would be in the 
catalogue.catalogue.
SteckerStecker--SalamonSalamon: unresolved : unresolved blazars blazars dominant.dominant.



EGB Component from ClustersEGB Component from Clusters

Loeb Loeb & & Waxman Waxman 2000: background is from 2000: background is from 
shock acceleration in forming galaxy shock acceleration in forming galaxy 
clusters.clusters.
Berrington Berrington & & Dermer Dermer 2002: only a small 2002: only a small 
fraction of background from clusters; wrong fraction of background from clusters; wrong 
spectrum predicted.spectrum predicted.
Scharf Scharf & & Mukherjee Mukherjee 2002: 32002: 3σσ statistical statistical 
evidence of correlation with clusters (?), evidence of correlation with clusters (?), 
11--10% of EGB from clusters?10% of EGB from clusters?



BlazarsBlazars, the EGB and , the EGB and 
Absorption: Relevant GLAST Absorption: Relevant GLAST 

ObservationsObservations
Need good spectra for hundreds of Need good spectra for hundreds of blazars blazars 
up to 100 up to 100 GeV GeV in order to understand in order to understand γγ−−ray ray 
production mechanisms and the EGB.production mechanisms and the EGB.
Need demographic profile of Need demographic profile of blazar blazar types, types, 
i.ei.e., number ., number vsvs. peak SED energy in order to . peak SED energy in order to 
understand the EGB.understand the EGB.
Need to determine the source count curve Need to determine the source count curve 
(number (number vsvs. flux) and luminosity function . flux) and luminosity function 
for hundreds of for hundreds of blazarsblazars..
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